
Main Tool Bar (1)

This tool bar contains the commonly used tools (from 
left to right)
Select tools      
! This button opens a set of smaller buttons just below it: (from left right).

           The single selection tool:
                          Used for selecting a single object. This is also the default when you 
select the select tools button.
  ! Multiple selection tool:
             Used for selecting multiple objects, to select multiple object simply      
click on the objects one after the other.

! Connected selection tool:
             Selects all the blocks that are connected the block selected (must be 
connected not just touching).

! Color selection tool:
             Selects all the blocks that are the same color as block selected (must 
the same color, not for instance dark blue and light blue).

!  Shape selection tool:
              Selects all the blocks that are same shape then the block selected

!  Color and shape selection:
  Selects all the blocks that are the same color and shape as the block 
selected.

! Invert selection
! ! Selects all the blocks except the currently selected.    
Clone tool:
 This tool makes a copy of the block selected

Hinge tool
! This tool can precisely rotate some (mostly technic) blocks

Hinge align tool
! I have not figured out tool, so I can’t tell much about it. If you do please comment 



Flex Tool
! This bends flexible lego blocks (marked by a small loop in the brick side bar(4)). 
The tool is used by clicking on part of the flex brick after that that part of the brick follow 
your mouse, click again to place the brick.

Paint tool
! To use this tool click on brick a little windows comes up with colors you can 
change the brick to.

Hide tool
! To use this tool click on a number of bricks to hide them, to reveal them click on 
the button that as appeared in the top right hand corner with mini figure on it.

Delete tool
! To use this tool click on a brick and it will be deleted(this tool can also be used by 
selecting a block and pressing the delete key.                   


